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Round Torpedo Factors = Fixed, hull-mounted torps
Triangle Torpedo Factors = Aimable, deck-mounted torps
eirelee:{ 'Speed' value = "Slow" version of speed
Boxed 'Tertiary' value = Tertiary guns do damage as Primary
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anmor
hull-mounted torpedoes have same anmor
- If Primary fire or aircraft bomb hit vs, area
or no armor, roll 1d6; If
result 4-6, + 1 hit of same type. nla for ICritical' or plunging
- If gun type hit and target never had that gun type, hit goes against next gun
type down (Prlmary->Secondary,
Secondarv-e-Tertlarv,' Tertiary-> Hull, until a
box is hlt); Torpedo hits do not. Shi ps with NO guns only take tertiary hits.
- If weapon hit and target weapon existed, but destroyed, hit goes to hull except
for tertiary weapon hits." which are Ignored in this case
* 'Plunging Fire' - If from Primary fire hit at 3 or 4 hexes or any aircraft bomb hit,
add 2nd null hit unless target's hull "boxed" (armored deck) or In 'USN Plan Black'
(where bombs' cannot penetrate armored .decks, and get no 'plunging fire' bonus)
NA from tertiary fire (unless tertiary factor Is highlighted on counter)
Secondary Penetration':
Ra!mJZ
&lIngtl
3-6: Secondary> heavy armor ('OS)
5-6: Secondary> heavy armor ('05)
S-6: Tertiary>
light armor ('05)
4-6: Secondary> heavy armor (BBs, '98)
4-6: Secondary> heavy anmor (BBs, '98)
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in one turn, not both
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setup as
Modifiers:
(see 'Search' weather effects)
Ace commander on submarine:
+1
Leader present:
+1
Fleet has 20+ ships
+1
MTB Attempting search:
+1
Fleet w/Intercept mission:
+2
Airship In sea zone (not bad weather):
+2
FI.eethas
00, DL, or TS:
.
-1
eunmerme attempting search:
-1
. . ..
-2

Check weather
o Attempt to re-float grounded ships
o 'Air Search' and 'CAP'misslons committed to for day on first daylight turn
2. Write orders for fleets for required number of turns ahead - see chart below
o May combine two fleets in same zone
3. Move fleets (check for fuel and check for foundering)
f!.Air Operations phase
o 'Air Strike' missions plotted and conducted
5.Check for contact
6. If contact made, perform tactical combat
7. Write
for all turns for fleets
on Abort
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may be attacked
Ships in major ports cannot be attacked
Ships in port always 'dead In the water'
Torpedoes cannot be used in port
Attackers cannot enter tactical hex or
adjacent tactical hex of ship in port
• Submarines and MTBs cannot be placed in
sea zone containing major ports
• Any ship remaining 6 turns in a neutral
port is 'interned' and lost (no VPs given)
·If
•
•
•
•

against any
fleet passing through their hex
Number and type of ships reported if
'Search' roll successful
• If submarine elects to attack, roll 1d6 on
'AnfH5ubmaOl)e I\.l;ta·ck'table if fleet
escorted (roll on table once for every 3
DDs, TBs, or MSs present}
• If submarine survives attack, sub owner
specifies TYPE of target to. attack (capital
ships vs light ship vs transport), and one

every
sea zones
• If a ship moves speed 2 for the turn, treat each zone
moved as 3 zones (for a total of 6 zones)
• Fuel always expended, unless ref",eling or In port
•
Ships with sails may move speed 1 without using fuel
• After tactical combat, roll 1d6 and add that many
zones traveled to the fuel usage total for the turn
• Ships in port with 'fuel' orders refuel 1 box a turn
• Colliers in port with 'fuel' orders refuel 2 boxes a turn*
• Capital ships in a coastal sea zone with 'fuel' orders
may refuel 1 box per turn from a collier at the expense
of 1 of its boxes of fuel*
• A collier may only refuel 1 ship at a time
• A shi cannot refuel from more than 1 source in a turn
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